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LONDON4EUROPE: CAMPAIGNERS’ BRIEF:  
TRADE 
 
Points to Make 

Ø The EU single market is not just a free trade agreement. It is 
much more like the single market that exists inside the UK. 

Ø That matters for services, where the UK is strong. Services are 
largely delivered in person. So freedom of movement helps. 

Ø Modern trade negotiations are not so much about tariffs as about 
regulatory alignment. 

Ø The big shift of recent decades has not been increased global 
trade in finished products. It has been the regionalisation of 
production through integrated supply chains at continental level. 

Ø Distance is one of the key determinants of trade. Trade with 
countries far away will not make up for lost trade with EU. 

Defensives  

[The EU sell more to us than we do to them. So they are bound to 
give us a good deal.] UK trade is a small part of the EU’s trade; 
over 40% of our exports go to the EU. For the EU, maintaining 
integrity of single market matters more – and aligns with the 
politics. For UK, Brexit is economically harmful. 
 
[When we get a Canada-plus free trade agreement we will be part 
of the vast European Free Trade area as now.]  There is no 
European free trade area. There is the single market for EU and 
European Economic Area countries. We will be outside it. An FTA 
does little for services, which is where we make our money. Our 
services industries benefit enormously from freedom of movement. 
 
[We will still have access to the single market.]  Everyone has 
access. Firms exporting from countries outside the single market 
have to prove their goods conform to EU rules. Being members of 
single market means that no country may question whether a 
British good may be sold there. If it’s legit to sell it in Britain it’s 
legit to sell it anywhere in the EU – no further questions asked. That 
works because we follow EU law and are subject to EU enforcement.  
 
[We have lots of good manufacturing jobs in this country.] With 
integrated supply chains what we have are good European jobs 
located in Britain. Will they stay if we create trade friction? 
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[We can have free trade agreements with fast-growing countries.]   
EU has FTAs with over 60 countries and more coming. Why would 
UK be able to sign a better deal than the EU has? Why would the UK 
be able to sign a good deal with countries with which EU has no 
deal? Trade negotiations are about power – EU is bigger than UK. 
 
[Donald Trump has said he would give us a good deal.] He also says 
America First! FTAs are about regulatory alignment. So he would 
want us to align eg our food standards with America’s and not with 
Europe’s. In practice we would have to choose whose standards to 
follow. Both are reasonably safe, but USA seems to have more food 
poisoning * and definitely has much lower animal welfare. 
 
[We’ll trade on WTO terms: Welcome to Opportunity!]  WTO terms 
are the absolute minimum, not something to aspire to. Every 
country tries to get away from them by signing bilateral or 
multilateral trade agreements.  
 
[We will be better off if we leave.]  The only economists who think 
we will be better off use a model that assumes that distance and 
product quality do not matter. They also forecast the ending of 
manufacturing in the UK as a result of their policies. 
 
[The Project Fear forecasts of immediate recession after the 
referendum vote did not happen.]  The markets reacted 
immediately: Sterling fell. Consumers reacted once the resultant 
price rises hit spending power. Business investment has stalled. 
 
[All you Remainers care about is your wallets.]  What matters most 
to me is the values of the EU: solidarity, co-operation, openness.  
 
Background 
There is some evidence that the Leavers who have changed their minds 
on Brexit have also changed their minds on its economic effects. But we 
do not know the direction of causality. 

It is clear that Trade/ Global Britain is a driver for only a few Leavers, 
such as Conservative MPs. For most Leavers, the main issue is 
sovereignty/ take back control/ independence. Immigration comes 
second. It is Remainers who prioritise trade/ economy/ jobs.  

So trade is not a good subject to raise with most Leavers. However, if 
they raise it, this briefing offers points to make. Leavers seem to have a 
mental map of a world where there is trade in raw materials and finished 
goods and where tariffs are the main barriers. It’s not like that any more. 

Further information 
* BBC News Reality Check: Chlorinated chicken: how safe is it? 
 
London4Europe has published an Indexed list of Remain blogs 


